
KEEPING A TAB ON HEALTH
HAS NEVER BEEN SO EASY

The perfect lifestyle companion is now in India!



B.O.L.T is the world’s �rst One-Touch Wireless Health Monitor. 
With the power to track your Body’s vital stats with a single touch,

 it is the future of healthcare for you and your family.

Measure your 
body vitals with 
precision on your 
smart device.

Address
the needs of your 
body on a 
daily basis.

Store, access your 
readings anytime
anywhere on your 
personal cloud.

Live life to the
fullest in sync 
with the B.O.L.T
“happiness meter”

Prevent the
occurance of 
major illnesses for 
you & your family.

UNDERSTANDING B.O.L.T IN 5 SIMPLE STEPS



Make B.O.L.T a part of your daily routine for 
a healthier lifestyle. A quick measure of your 
vitals, as often as you require it, will keep 
you on the right track always.

B.O.L.T measures your body vitals with 
precision, interprets these readings through 
a set of complex algorithms and gives you
accurate advice on the state of your health. 

THE BENEFITS OF B.O.L.T
 
The “happiness meter” on the B.O.L.T app       
helps you lead a healthy lifestyle in an 
interactive and fun way.
Save yourself the time and e�ort in going to
the hospital or waiting on the doctor for a 
simple check-up.
It is compact portable and can be used 
on the go.
With regular updates, the B.O.L.T app keeps 
you ahead with the latest in 
healthcare technology.
With its mantra of ‘prevention is better than 
cure’, B.O.L.T keeps you well ahead of major 
illnesses. 
It helps you track, access and share your 
health record anytime anywhere - even 
with your doctor and your emergency 
contacts.

INTRODUCING
B.O.L.T

THE WORLD’S 
SMARTEST 
HEALTH MONITOR
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Engineered by the Top 5 Finalist of the Global Qualcomm Tricorder XPRIZE
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